
High-tech measurements and ancient 
tree rings and ice cores are 

helping clarify climate-change 
predictions 

TRACKING CLIMATE 
CHANGE AIR UNDER 
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THE MICROSCOPE 

P 
oliticians and treasurers 
aren't the only people wor
ried about balancing bud
gets: scientists studying the 
greenhouse effect are put· 
ting increasing effort into 

investiga ting the pattern of with· 
drawals from and deposits to the 
g lobal atmosphere trace-gas budget. 
Without a better understanding of the 
cycles involved, predicting future cli
mate change will remain an UJlCcrtain 
exercise. 

Researchers arc striving to learn 
more about how our atmosphere IS 

changing by upgrading conventional 
approaches- as in CASLAB, described 
below - and arc also looking at less 
conventional avenues such as tree 
rings studies, which not only have 
much to tell us about the past but also 

provide hints of how the past affects 
the present and the future. 

Most trees lay dowtt annual growth 
rings, and for some species and in 
5ome regions there's a clear relation
ship between climate and the width of 
rings. Interest in tn:c-ring studies, as an 
indicator of climate change. focuses on 
trees whose rings are reliable indi
cators of annual growth: euc;tlypts in 
arid Australia, for example, aren't suit
able because they produce growth 
rings in response to rain.fall more than 
to seasonal changes in temperatu re. 

The most suitable species for tree
ring dating (dendrochronological) 
studies are forest trees from tempera te 
and borcal (cold) regions, where low 
winter temperatures ensure nurumum 
growth followed by strong summer 
growth ... and thus wel l-defined growth 
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rings. Temperate and boreaJ trees also 
exhibit marked variation, or 'sensiti· 
vity', in ring widths from year to year, 
so it is cusicr to recognise distincti vc 
ring width patte rns and common 
'signatures' that, presumably, represent 
a common response to cfunate change 
(or dcndroclimatology). 

Measurement of ring wid ths among 
a large number of trees in one area pro
vides a 'site chronology', a rocord or 
ring behaviour that smooths out the 
skewing effect of shading, nutnent 
depletion or insoct attack on individual 
trees. However, the regional effects of 
large-scale insect infestation, pollution, 
changes in land-use or even varia tions 
in flowering and fruiting cycles are 
harder to cUminatc from calculations, 
so researchers look for the right kinds 
of tree~ (long-lived species with well-

defined annual-growth ring patterns) 
in the right kinds of areas (where trees 
experience some environmental stress) 
to measure the impact of climate on 
tree growth. 

T he trees of Tasmania's cool rnin· 
forests may provide the best 
opportunity yet to study past 

climate change, since several species 
~uitable for ring-width dating grow 
side by side there; Huon pine 
(l..ngnrostrobus fraukliuil), King Billy 
pmc (AI/rrolnxis selngiuoides), celery-top 
pine (Phyllocladus nspltmiifolius}, pencil 
pine (Atl~rotnxis cupressoides), a hybrid 
King Billy-pencil pine (Atl~rolaxis ln.n 
folin) ~nd Dyselma nrcheri. 

Not only do these species show dif· 
fcrcnccs in their responses to climate 
change, allowing scientists to separa te 

physiological effects from climatic 
ones, but they are also found in a 
variety of environments, from low
alt itude high-rainfa ll river nots to 
exposed sub-alpine plateaux. And, even 
better, at least four or them live for 
1000 years or more. Such long chrono
logies are very important: rl'Se<~rchcrs 
can trace the effects of age more easily 
in long-lived species, follow slow 
changes in the environment .md assess 
the impact of human inOuence durmg 
the past Hl0-200 years against a much 
longer period of equilibrium. 

Ice cores also provide records of past 
climate change, but tree rings have the 
advantage of being easier to coll<.-ct and 
can provide more accurately da tl'Cl 
information. Snow may take decades t(1 
compress into ice, so the ai r (whkh sci
entists use to s tudy changes ir1 bot ope~ 
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over long periods) that is trapped by 
this process may be many years 
younger than the ice surrounding it, 
while the cellulose i.n each tree ring 
reflects the composition of the atmo
sphere during the yea r in whid1 it was 
la id down. 

And, because tree-ring materia l can 
be dated to a particular year, clim
atologists can study precisely periodic 
phenomena such as the El Nino effect 
over thousand-year time scales and 
can compare tree-ring evidence for 
even longer-period changes, such as 
changes associated with ocean circula
tions, with data from other sources. 

The study of Tasmanian tree rings, 
as well as satisfying scientific interest 
in ancient climates, also has much to 
tell us about more immediate concerns, 
such ns the greenhouse effect. 

Curiously, one of the most important 
toob for examining recent changes in 
the atmosphere is <~lso used to look at 
the distant past- radiocarbon dating, 
which measures the gradual decay of 
the carbon-14 ( t4C) isotope. 

An 8000-year-long continuous se
quence of tree rings and partially fossil 
ised ('sub-fossil') logs in the Northern 
llemisphere has been used to calibrate 
the radiocarbon 'calendar' that is 
extrapolated to date organic material 
formed over the past 40 000 years or so. 
But the Southern Hemisphere has a 
quite different hi~tory or climate and 
carbon exchange between organic 
moterial and the atmosphere, so the 
discovery of 1000-year-o ld living 
Ta~manian pin!.'S and of sub-fossil logs 
up to 13 000 years old 

planet undenvent rapid changes on a 
scale similar to those threatening us 
today. 

T asmanian tree-ring research has 
involved CSlRO scientis ts on sev
era I occasions during the past 

decade. Early Tasmanian exploratory 
work was carried out by Dr John 
Ogden of the Australian National 
University and by Dr Don Adamson of 
Macquarie University, with extensive 
Southern Hemisphere tree-ring :oam
pling by the late Dr Val L.aMarche of 
the University of Arizona Tree Ring 
Research Laboratory in the 1970s. 
Climatologist Dr Barrie Pittock of the 
Division of Atmospheric Research 
worked wi th Or LaMarche in Tucson, 
Arizona, to construct a chronology or 
summer temperatures in Tasmania 
since 1780, having discovered that 
growth rings in several Tasmanian spe
cies or pine show a response to changes 
in summer temperatures. 

In 1979, Division of Atmospheric 
Research scientist Dr Roger Francey 
obtained a grant from the National 
Energy Research Development and 
Demonstration Council (NERDOC) to 
investigate whether the isotopic com
position of cellulose in Tasmanian tree 
rings could be used to chart changes in 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (C~) 
levels as a result of fossil fuel combus
tion. Since C02 from the burning of 
fossil fuels is depleted in 13C, and s ince 
trees obtain aU their C(h from the 
atmosphere, the tree rings should show 
this change. 

Dr Francey and his colleagues (in· 
eluding Mr Trevor Bird of the CSIRO 
Division of Forestry, Or Mike Barbctti 
of the University of Sydney, Or Gcrald 
Nanson of the University of 
Wollongong, Dr Roger Gifford of the 
CSIRO Division of Plant Indus try ond 
Or Graham Farquhar from the 
Australian National University) con
ducted field work a t Stanley River in 
north-western Tasmania each summer 
from 1979 to 1982. 

Or Francey found that the stable iso
topes trapped in tree rings did not just 
record the composition of atmospheric 
C02, they also indicated that trees had 
od justed to increased levels of this gas 
in the atmosphere. In fact, his r<.'Sul ts 
suggested that trees increased t hci r 
assimilation of C02 by 10% between 
1870 and 1970. At the s.1me time, Dr 
Barbetti began the huge task of con
stnJcting a fossil tree-ring chronology 
back to the most recent ice age. 

In 1989 Mr Mike Peterson of the 
Tasmanian Forestry Commission dis
covered stands of sub-alpine Huon 
pine (this species was previously 
thought to be restricted to river plains 
and margins). These high-altitude trees 
demonstrated a much more marked 
sensitivity to temperature - pre
sumably due to the harshness of their 
mountain-top environment - than the 
Stanley River material. 

Prompted by Trevor Bird, Dr Ed 
Cook of the Lamont-Doherty Labora
tory for Climatic Researd1, New York, 
spent 2 weeks in 1990 conducting den
droclimatological studies of Tasmanian 

offers an exciting Air sample n ~ork 
opportunity to verify 
the orthern 
Hemisphere calendar 
and to ex tend it 
beyond 8000 years to 
the mos t recent ice 
age, some J 2 000 
years ago - o period 
during which the 

Monthly samples of air 
collected around the 
world come to GAS LAB 
for analysis. 
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Conccntr•lions of the chlorofluorocarbons 
CFC-11 and CFC-12 rose by about 5% per 
year in the 1980s. Meosurements arc from 
Tas mani:J's Cape C rim 'basc1inc• 
monitoring station. 

tree-ring s;~mplcs: Dr Cook returned to 
Tasmania last summer and, assisted by 
Mr Bird, Mike Peterson, Mike Barbetti 
and Roger Francey (wi th logistical sup
port from the Tasmanian Forestry 
Comma~aon, CSIRO, the Hydro-Electric 
Commas.<;ion and Tasrninco), collected 
livang tree COrL'S and sub-fossil wood. 

Among the blriking results of his pre
liminary s tudy of sub-alpine material is 
thot ring wid ths arc larger today than 
at any time in the past 1000 years, most 
likely as a result of the greenhouse 
effect. TI1is finding is consistent with 
Dr Francey's earlier observations. 
Tasmania's pines are providing an 
opportunity to tackle two of the most 
vexin~ queshons in the whole mystery 
of the glob.~l carbon balance - the 
response of vegetation to changing 
atmospheric composi tion over long 
periods and the s tability of ocean air
sea exchange over centuries. 

D cspi tc its associa tion with such 
vola till' phenomena as fire and 
rus t, oxygen is a remarkably 

stable clement - so stable, in fact, that 
the oxygen isotopes trappL>d by grow
ing Tasmanian pines 1000 years ago 
represent a 'hme capsule' replete with 
information about the climate of that 
era. Scientists studying global climate 
change can compare this information 
'vith similar time capsules of oxygen 
from the ice of Greenland, Scandinavia, 
North America and Antarctica, and 
\vith samples of air from tl)ese m1d 
other locations. They need such a 
broad rnngc of collection sites because 
land mas.~es and oceans - and hence 
biomass- nrc so unevenly distributed. 

The bull. of humanity lav<.~ an the 
Northern llemisphere, which is where 
most greenhouse gases are emitted; but 
the great oceans of the Southern 
I lcmisphere also drive climate change. 
Rcscnrchcr» have therefore set up a 
world-wide sampling network to trace 
the paths of atmospheric gases through 
time and space, in an effort to learn 
more about the forces that shape the 
world':> climate. 

For measuring grcenhou;,c ,1nd 
ozone-depleting gases, GASLAO (Global 
Atmosphenc Sampling LABoratory) is 
the newest 'star' on the world stage. lt 
wilb officially opened by CSIRO Chacf 
Exl'Ciltivc Dr John Stocker late last year 
at the Division of Atmospht!ric 
Research's Aspendale headquartl>'rs, 
Melbourne. This major laboratory fad!· 
ity i< devoted to the most precise and 
efficient measurement of atmospheric 
ga~c~ whose names have become 
household terms as concern for the 
health of Earth and its atmosphere has 
grown 

lt~ lcader;hip in the measurement of 
greenhouse-effect and stratospheric 
0/.0ne-deplehng g~-s stems from the 
combination of the state-<>f·the-art spe
cially modified instruments for all of 
the major gas 'species' involved that 
have been in..~talled. 

• TI1e Finnigan-MA 1'252 stable iso· 
topc r;~tio mass spectrometcr was 
relcast>d in Germany last year, nnJ 
GASLAO houses only the second such 
instrument mnnufacturt'<i. Its specifica· 
lions excet.>d those of any previou~, 
,.imalar anstmment: GASLAB's MAT252 
has <1n attachment especially modmed 
by Dr Francey tha t enables the auto
matic extraction and analysis of C{)z in 
air, making it the most powerful faci· 
laty for atmospheric C{)z isotope stud-

ics m the world. ll will be further 
enhanced trus year, in assocaabon with 
scientists in New Zealand, to permat 
precise measurement of the stable iso· 
topcs of methane (CI-4) and carbon 
monoxide (CO) in air. 

• A Carle S-Series gas chroma· 
tograph (CC) is optimiscd for the high
precision determination or atmospheric 
methane concentrations; a second 
(borrowed) Carte CC is currt•ntly 
optimised for the analysis of CO:! an 
very »mall samples, such as th()';(' 
obtained from ice cores. 

• A trace-analyticaJ CC an,llys..'S 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen (112) 
concentrations in air. WhiJc neither 
species plays a direct role an the green· 
hou~e effect or in stratospheric ozone 
depletion, CO is an important prt~ 
cursor for CO:! in tropical rPgions; and 
both CO and H2 are intimately 
iawolved in lhe chemistry of the ,\tmo
spherc and help detem1ine the dcstruc· 
tion r.atcs of other, important ga<;es 
such as CJ-4. 

• A Shimadzu CC measures nitrous 
oxide (N20l. which is responsible for 
about 3% of greenl1ouse warmmg; tlus 
instrum<'nl was specially modified by 
an American colleague, Dr Jun Elkms, 
to optimise its efficiency and precision 
for clean air measurements. A 
Shianad/.u dunl-colum.n CC (also mod· 
ified by Dr Elkins) measures the 
chloronuorocarbons CFC-·11, CFC-12, 
CFC-1 13 and other haloc<~rbons, chlo 
roforan, methyl chloroform and carbon 
tetrachloride. These are greenhouse 
gases, but they also include the main 
culprits in the destruction of str.ato
spheric o?.one. 

• A further GASLAB feature involve. 
the development of automated, multi· 
sample carousels. Data from all 

Antarctic ice--core measunm~nt.s show how ooncentTa tions of the two 
main contributors to greenhouse wanning h•ve shot up th is century. 
Methane levels have risen by more than lOO% since the intrease 
began, •nd c.arbon dioxide levels by obout 25%. 
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i11struments are stored in a centralised 
compu ter, whlch also con trols mea
surement sequences, makes d ecisions 
on data quali ty and ass ists wi th pro
cessing and analysis. 

£'isms of its principal gases. In particu
! lar, the accura te definition of regular 
~ daily, seasonal an d 4- to 5-year (El 
f N iiio) variations will help determine 

T he Division has appointed D r 
Paul Steele to play a central role 
in the upgrading of GASLAB"s 

instrum ents and the use of its faci li ties 
to unravel many of the trace-gas un cer
tainties that hamper accurate forecasts 
of fu ture atmosp heric condi tions. 
Following groundwork by Dr Pau l 
Fraser of the Division of A hnospher ic: 

Dt Colin Alllson with CAS LAB's new 
high·precision mass spectrometer, used to 
s tudy isotopes of greenhouse gases. 

net exchanges of gases forced, for 
example, b y tem perature and/ or 
biology, or by ocean mixing. In the 
future they w ill extend this sor t o f 
'biogeochemical' modelli ng approach 
to d ecad es as records accumulate. 

The second measuremen t strategy 
involves (usually less-precise) infor
mation that spans much longer periods 
- from decades to millennia - by 
examination of 'archived ' ai r o r d ues i n 
preserved material such as ice cores, 
tree r ings and so on . Id entifying the 
impact of human activi ty and pre
di cting future levels of key gases are 
easier i f measurements cover hundreds 
of years or m or·e, m aking t·he enhanced 
sen sitiv i ty of GASLAB's instrumen ts 

Research, Austral ian-born Dr Steele 
established, developed and operated 
the United States National Oceanic 
and Atm ospheric A dministration CH 4-
monitoring network. 

A tmospheric Research scientists have 
two basic stra tegies to p ut· the labor
atory"s facilities to the best possible 
use. 

How does CASLAB use t his formld
able array of instruments? D ivision of 

The first involves collecting a ser ies 
of precise and comprehensi ve 'snap
shots' of the wo rld 's atmosphere, with 
the aim of understa r1ding ir1 detail t he 
sources, sinks and exchange m echan-

'Defrosting' the climate of the past from Antarctic ice 
Polar ice sheets provide a natural archive of past atmospheric 
records; they sample the global "background' atmosphere 
unperturbed by cities or forests. A range of information is 
recorded together In the same medium- ancient air in the bub
bles. temperature-related isotopes 1n the ice and trace 
substances that relate to atmospheric circulation , volcanic erup· 
tions, nuclear weapons 'events' and solar activity - and. of 
course. ice cores can be dated from such information. Natural 
ice is generally a good storage material for gas species, in 
some cases even better than man-made containers. 

Law Dome, 100 km from Australia's Casey Station, is an 
ideal site for collecting ice cores. Its simple flow pattern and 
relatively high annual snowfall allow ice layers to build up undis· 
turbed and unmelted for most of Its t 20Q..m thickness. Ice cores 
with excellent age resolution can be drilled, from recent limes 
(contrunlng air from the 1970s, which can be compared with 
measurements from baseline stations in other locations) back to 
pre-industrial times and even to the last ice age, about 12 000 
years ago. 

To obtain core samples from depths of less than 500 metres, 
M D glaciologlsls use thermal drills. An electrically heated metal 
head melts its way through the ice at about 2 m per hour, laking 
cores 100-200 mm In diameter In sections about 2 m tong. 

Below 500 m the borehote closes during drilling if not filled 
with a fluid. because of the overburden pressure of the ice. 
Gtaclologists use mechanical drills consisting of a motor-driven 
rotary cutting head at the end of the drill, itself suspended on a 
cable some kilometres long (monitoring the borehole's drstortion 
itself provides informat1on on the flow dynamics of the Antarctic 
oce sheet, wh1ch in some locations os more than 4 km thick). The 
glaciotogists conduct Initial core analysis and sampling at the 
drill site, then package and ship the remainder of the cores to 
Australia in refrigerated containers. 

Back in Melbourne. AAO glaclotogisls determine the ice chro
nology by counting annual layers: these are seldom visible, but 
are revealed by analysis of species that vary seasonally. such 
as the isotopic concentration of 160 (which is temperature· 
dependent) or hydrogen peroxide (produced in the atmosphere 
by sunlight). They then check this kind of dating by identifying 
signals in traoe substances that are attributed to specific events 
- for example. the sullunc acod peak from the eruphen of 
Tambora. Indonesia. in 1815 A.D. 
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The air enclosed in bubbles. however. is younger than the 
surrounding ice. Snow only becomes dense enough to seal air 
into bubbles at depths of 70 m or so: but Law Dome accu· 
mutates snow quickly enough - in some places, the eqUivalent 
of 1·2 m of water each year - to enclose air that can be dated 
to within several years, an obvious advantage tor studies of the 
atmosphere over the past century or two. 

At the Division of Atmospheric Research, researchers extract 
air from the ice at ICELAB, where they place carefully prepared 
samples (cooled to -so• to reduce the water vapour pressure 
and to make the ice more brittle) In a crushing flask. They evac
uate the flask and crush the ice, which contains about 120 ml 
of air per kilogram, then vacuum-dry the liberated air and con· 
dense it in traps at - 269° before taking the traps to GASLAB and 
measuring the gases mentioned above. 

The results show that significant changes have occurred In 
many trace gases. Prior to 1800 A.D. , C02 concentrations 
appear to have fluctuated around an average of about 285 
pans per million (p.p.m.), but have since Increased to 345 
p.p.m. -a rise closely associated with the CO:! released from 
fossil-fuel consumption. Methane concentrations began to rise 
about 50 years earlier than C02. possibly due to agriculture. 
and have since doubled. Nitrous oxide has increased by about 
8%, mostly during this century. 

A glaciologist retrieves an 
ice core from a depth of 
300 m in Law Dome, 
Antarctica. Air extracted 
from the ice at!CELAB is 
mea!>-uted in CAS LAB lo 
study past chil.llges in the 
romposition of the 
atmosphere. 



even more relevant: the MAT252 
system, for ex<lrnple, require' nir s.lm· 
plc~ less th;m I /500th as l~rge as u~ed 
by the Division's previou~ i11~.truments. 

E ilher way, GASLAB ha~ par
ticularly good ac:ces~ to s.1mples 
for both kinds of measurcmenl. In 

1984, with funding from ERDDC, 
Divi~itm scientists Rogl)r Frnnccy. Paul 
Fraser nnd Or Gracme Pcanna 11 set u p 
a pilot global network of SIX s tat ions 
focusrng primarily on the botopcs of 
C02, but also providing GC analyse~ of 
C02, C ll4 , CO and, on occasions, CFCs. 
The program's results were w valuable 
that it " 'aS continued and c 'pandcd to 
the present world-w1de network (see 
the map on page 20). 

Mo nth ly samples of clean air in 5-L 
gl.•s~ nasks come to As pendalc from 
the Arctic (Alert, Canada, and Point 
llarrow on Alaska's northern coast), 

1orth America (Fra:.erdale, Canada; 
Chl'Cka Peak, Washington, .1ml \!iwot 
Ridge, Colorado); Asia (the province of 
GuJCrat, in north-w~tern India); the 
Pacific (Mauna Loa, at 4169 m 11;1wa1i's 
second-highest pe<~k; and S11 moal; 
Australia (Darwin-Jabiru; the Grea t 
13a rrier Reef; Cape Grim, Tas.; and 
aircr.1ft sample-collection ewer Bass 
Strait and the Great Au~tmlian Bight 
by commercial Australian Airlines 
flights and by CSIRO a1rcraft); ew 
Zealand (ai rcraft samplt.>-collechon by 
that country's Meteorologicill Service); 
and AntMctiC<I. 

As well, the CSIRO rcscnrch vessel 
fm11kli11 and Australian Antarctic 
Division (AAD) re-supply ships collect 
samples at sea; AAD a lso ~upports reg-

\ 

Or Roser h•ncey wilh cylinders of air 
collecled ill C'•pe Cri m, Tasm•nia, >I ne~ 
1978, which have been 'archived' for future 
Olnillyo;i'i. 

ular sampling at Macquarie bli!nd and 
at Mawson Stntion. Recently, German 
scicntisL~ have provided o rthcrn 
Hemisphere s tralospheric snmples from 
high-altitude balloon nights launched 
from Swcd en. 

The 'ancho r' of the sample network 1s 
the Cnpc Grim Baseline Air Pollution 
Station in north-western Tasmania. 
Operat~'<i by the Bureau of Mctl'Oro
logy in co-opera tion with the Div1~10n 
of Atmospheric Research, Cape Grrm is 
closely integrated with CASLAIJ. 

For examining change over longer 
pcnods, C:ASLALl is focusmg on 
arch1vccl sampks held in s tainless 

s teel cylinders .1nd o n Antarctrc 1cc 
cores with unparalleled time re
solution 'W1th considerable foresight, 
almost 20 year"' ago Paul Fraser ini
tiated a program to s tore Cape Gnm nir 
'for a rJiny day'. In anticipatinn of 
changing i\tmos pheric composition and 
improved instrumentation (now pro
vided by GASLA B), systcmillic 

I 

·-

T,._,vor Bird (tefl) and Or Ed CooJ.. rtmovt eo~ somples from fire-killed Huon pine•. 

collections of .:1ir o ne to four time~ ,, 
year began .11 Cilpe Grim in 1971!, 
under cond itions of strong ~out h
westerly Southern Ocean winds. 

Air is collcctl'tl 1n oxygen t11nks 
made of staink><;~ steel (from World 
War 11 ;~ucr<~ft) ;md m specially pre
pared aluminium gils cylinders. Th~e 
arc all but submerged in a container of 
l1quid mtrogcn. which lowers the inter
nal tempcr<~t urc of the flasks to about 
- 180° and c reates a partial vncmun 
When the top o f the na,k is opened, <~ir 
rushes in (with th<> hdp of a ~mall 
pump) and hquefies. On thawing. the 
cylinder pR~~urc reaches a level of 
about 30 atmospher.~ 

As well as collecting a tmospheric gil~ 
samples at M.1w,tl!l and the South 
Pole, AAI) also provides Antarctic ice 
cores for GASLAB analysis. Air i, 
removed from bubbles within the cores 
by tC£LAB (ke Corl' Extraction 
LABoratory), an annexe to C:ASLAB. 

As part or thl' DiVISion's ICU.All 
initiative, Mr David Ethendge was 
recruited from AAD to design and 
implement improvl'<i methods for air 
extraction from ice cores and to play a 
central role 111 collaborative ice core 
studies. 

Ice cores fro m poiM ice sheets anc.l 
glaciers provide layers of atmospho.'rk 
and climatic mformation up to thou
sands of year; e~ld ... l.tycrs that m 
many w,1ys n .. "SCmblc the g rowth nng' 
of trees. Field teams from AAD collect 
cores fro m Law Dome, Antarctica, and 
trans port them to cold s torage in 
Melbourne, whcrt• annual layers arc 
dated and past tcmp!!rJturcs arc ca l
culated from the relative numbers of 
1 ~0 isotop~ in c.llh ;,ample (see the 

l box on page 2.2). 
~ For mca~uremcnt of trace gases, ice 
~ core sample-. .uc crushed under 
!t vacuum and the all' released from the 

bubbles 1s collected rn traps immers~·d 
in liquid hclhHn nt - 260°. These trap~ 
are transported to (,ASt.AR, wlwre ,1n,, . 
lysts cht•ck for n range of gas s pecies, 111 
particular for C02, Cll 1, NzO and halo
carbons by gas chromatography, and 
for CQz and Cll1 carbon isotopl.-. by 
mass spectromt>trv Graemc Pearman i" 
developing a new in~tnHnent to mca;,
ure the vcrv ;,mall decrease in oxygom 
expected to <ICcompany fossil-fuel 
combustion, wh1il• Mr Inn Galbally i~ 

des igning an 0 1 detector to look for 
possible change' in tropospheric chem
istry over the indu~trial period . 

The GASLA&-ICELAB complex, which 
represents the mtegrahon and sub
stantial upgradmg l1f o;cveral relatively 
independent research efforts, "'·" 
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The gases GASLAB measures 

OXYGEN (02) 
Photosynthesis and respiration. the key processes of life. keep oxygen - the 
second-most abunde~nt gas in the atmosphere -circulating. As human populations 
have expanded, the combustion of fuels and the destruction of forests have not only 
increased carbon diox•de levels, but may also have caused a very small but poten
tially measurable deplebon of atmospheric oxygen. 

Because 0 2 is essentially insoluble in the oceans (unlike C02), the effects of the 
human impact on global 02 should be reflected directly In atmospheric measure
ments. A small-volume, high-precision oxygen analyser will measure historical 
changes in atmospheric 0 2 using air trapped In Antarctic Ice, while GASlAB's 
MAT252 mass spectrometer traces changes in isotope ratios. 

CARBON DIOXIDE (C02) 
Levels ol atmospheric C02 have risen by about 25% since 1800 due largely to lhe 
burning of fossil fuels, deforestation, agriculture and cement production. C02 Is the 
main contributor to enhanced greenhouse warming. The GASLAB Carle gas chro
matograph prov•des precise measurements of it from samples as small as 1 0 mL 
The scientists hope their research will add to our knowledge of the roles of oceans 
and plants in absorbing excess C02. 

NITROUS OXIDE (N20) 
N2o contributes about 3% of the enhanced greenhouse warming and atmospheric 
levels have risen since the industrial revolution by about 9%. Sources of atmo
spheric N2o include the oceans, soil disturbance, biomass burning, fertilisers and 
fossil fuel combustion. Since N20 and C02 have the same molecular mass and are 
not dlst•nguished by the mass spectrometer, GASlAB uses N20 data to correct iso
topic measurements of C02 in air samples. N20 levels are measured by the gas 
chromatograph. 

METHANE (CH4). CARBON MONOXIDE (CO) AND HYDROGEN (H2) 
Levels of CH4• the second-largest contributor to the greenhouse effect, have risen 
by some 125% since 1800, mainly as a result of fossil-fuel combustion, biomass 
burning and emissions from livestock, rice lields and landfllls. Changes Jn CO and 
H2 (as well as CH4) reflect atmospheric levels of hydroxyl radical (OH ). a major 
'scaveAger' of atmospheric pollutants. Motor vehicles are an important source of the 
Increase in CO levels. which, like CH4 , are measured by gas chromatograph. 

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) have contributed an estimated 11% of the enhanced 
greenhouse warming since their wide-scale use began In the 1950s, and are the 
most rapidly increasing greenhouse gases (around 5% per year). The chlorine from 
CFCs is also suspected of being the major contributor to depletion of the ozone 
layer in the stratosphere, especially over Antarctica; GASlAB uses a dual-column 
gas chromatograph to measure CFCs. 
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conceived and implemented by Roger 
Francey as lender of the 'radiatively 
active gases' projects of the Division's 
Global Atmospheric Change Program. 
In many ways, GASLAB is a tribute to 
Division Assistant Chief and program 
leader Gracme Pcarman, who mar
shalled the publ ic and political 
awareness that precipitated support for 
the laboratory's cn~ation . 

Seeding grants from the Depart
ment of Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism ;md Territories' Climate 
Change Initiative and a CSIRO major 
equipment-upgrade initiative enabled 
the setting up of GASLAIJ; support 
came from NEt<ODC (a part or the 
federal Department of Primary Indus
tries and Energy) and o ther govern
ment and commercial organisations 
with an interest in atmospheric 
research. 

Carson Creagll 
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